
5 Reasons Remote Work is the future

Remote work will continue to be managed effectively

via a distributed operations management software 

How remote work can work well via an

effective distributed operations

management software...

GURGAON, HARYANA, INDIA, January

26, 2022 /EINPresswire.com/ -- A

distributed operations management

software can help companies harness

employee capacity more efficiently, by

methods such as simplifying alerts and

reporting for teams. Its use is effective

for remote work management and is

essential to manage the future of the

workspace optimally as it continues to

evolve. Employees can work from the

home, office, or both while being

productive and compliant with corporate policies. 

A distributed operations management tool can operate independently without relying too

heavily on face-to-face supervision, and can help with these areas:

- Maintaining a work-life balance: The work-life balance is a constant struggle for many people,

but remote operations management tools have built-in flags that encourage employees to take

breaks as they can sense when a worker has been on their system too long.

- Focus & Activity: Measuring employees' focus and activity is an important aspect of the modern

workplace. One way to do this, without intruding on their privacy or infringing any laws, is with

operations management software that can monitor keyboard clicks as well as mouse

movements to see how much time employees spend working on tasks versus not doing anything

at all - even if you're unable (or unwilling) for them to wear watches!

- Social media detox: Too much time spent on social media or other non-work-related browsing

can be detrimental to the productivity of an employee. This is because it takes away from

focusing attention on relevant tasks during work hours, which could result in less accomplished

per day than before began spending too many precious minutes hooked up with various

internet activities outside office walls.
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- Transparency: All the workflows and patterns are for the manager and the worker to see --

there is no room for error and it is clear and transparent how a worker or a team has utilized

their workday and it reflects in the work patterns.

- Ease of switching between modes of work: With COVID19 variants affecting stay-at-home

protocols worldwide at a moment's notice, a  digital operations management tool can make

switches between working from home or coming into the office seamless. 

About ProHance: ProHance, a leading desktop SaaS platform provides future-ready unified

workforce-related analytics and data capturing to enable informed decision making on a real-

time basis. ProHance enables enterprises to allocate resources effectively, load balance across

teams; that results in operations becoming agile, customer-centric, efficient, and lean.
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